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Important facts for the week 

 
 The 2019/20 maize crop in Argentina is 97% planted, which means there are approximately 190,000 hectares of maize left to 

plant with most of that in far northern Argentina according to the Buenos Aires Grain Exchange. Argentinian maize is rated 
59.6% good to excellent, which is about the same as last week. 

 
 According to Refinitiv data, soft wheat exports from French ports stayed at a six-year high in January despite intermittent 

docker and tug boat strikes that saw shipments delayed for up to three weeks in some cases. About 1.33 MMT of soft wheat 
left French ports last month, the highest in January since 2014 when 1.66 MMT was exported in the month. 

 
 Brazil's soybean exports in February 2020 may exceed the volumes recorded at the same time last year, as harvesting picks up 

pace and shipments are undeterred by the outbreak of a new coronavirus in China. According to Cargonave, scheduled 
shipments show close to 7 MMT that will be exported out of Brazilian ports this month. The ship line-up indicates more than 
110 vessels that will be shipped in February with most of them heading to China. 
 

 

ZAR/mt Week

06 February 2020 30 January 2020 Move 06 February 2020 30 January 2020

SAFEX Mar'20 White Maize 3,020R                            2,968R                            52R          ZAR/USD 14.73R                            14.76R                            

SAFEX May'20 White Maize 2,482R                            2,581R                            (99)R         EUR/USD 1.0995$                           1.1030$                           

SAFEX Mar'20 Yellow Maize 2,853R                            2,825R                            28R          ZAR/EUR 16.20R                            16.28R                            

SAFEX May'20 Yellow Maize 2,512R                            2,550R                            (38)R         ZAR/GBP 19.12R                            19.33R                            

SAFEX Mar'20 Soybeans 5,890R                            5,969R                            (79)R         

SAFEX May'20 Soybeans 5,750R                            5,816R                            (66)R         

SAFEX Mar'20 Sunflower 5,467R                            5,887R                            (420)R      05/02/2020

SAFEX May'20 Sunflower 5,355R                            5,587R                            (232)R      06/02/2020

SAFEX Mar'20 Wheat 4,678R                            4,670R                            8R             07/02/2020

SAFEX May'20 Wheat 4,695R                            4,696R                            (1)R           

USD/mt Week ZAR/mt Week

FOB Origin 30 January 2020 Move Origin Country Move

FCA Durban

SA Mar'20 Soybeans 435$                                 435$                                 (0)$           US (HRW) Spot Wheat 10.1% 5,258R                            (25)R                                

US Mar'20 Soybeans 349$                                 354$                                 (5)$           US (SRW) Spot Wheat 5,521R                            (9)R                                   

Brazil Mar'20 Soybeans 344$                                 342$                                 2$             Germany Spot Wheat 11.0% 5,049R                            (1)R                                   

Argentina Mar'20 Soybeans 328$                                 340$                                 (12)$         France Spot Wheat 10.1% 4,777R                            8R                                    

Russia Spot Wheat 11.0% 5,084R                            (103)R                              

Australian APW Spot Wheat 9.2% 5,100R                            (48)R                                

SA Mar'20 Yellow Maize 209$                                 208$                                 1$             Argentina Spot Wheat 10.6% 5,545R                            (7)R                                   

US Mar'20 Yellow Maize 178$                                 178$                                 (1)$           FCA Randfontein

Argentina Mar'20 Yellow Maize 176$                                 180$                                 (4)$           South Africa Spot Wheat 12.0% 4,673R                            16R                                  

Brazil Mar'20 Yellow Maize 169$                                 169$                                 (0)$           

Black Sea Spot Yellow Maize (non GM) 183$                                 185$                                 (2)$           FCA Klipheuwel

US Mar'20 Yellow Maize 3,539R                            0R                                    

SA Mar'20 White Maize 225$                                 222$                                 3$             Argentina Mar'20 Yellow Maize 3,488R                            (47)R                                

Brazil Mar'20 Yellow Maize 3,383R                            7R                                    

US Mar'20 White Maize 223$                                223$                                1$             South Africa Mar'20 Yellow Maize 3,273R                            28R                                  

Mexico Mar'20 White Maize 235$                                235$                                -$         

FCA Randfontein

US Mar'20 White Maize 4,294R                            20R                                  

Mexico Mar'20 White Maize 4,469R                            11R                                  

Wheat Published Tariff 776.20R                          

(Wheat quality based on 12 % moisture & import tariff included)
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News for the week 
 

Maize 
US maize prices traded lower this past week due to concerns 
that the spreading of the coronavirus could slow global 
economic growth and decrease demand. The favourable 
weather and growing conditions in South America also limited 
some of the buying interest in world maize prices.  
 
Rainfall in Argentina has been good especially in key 
production areas of Buenos Aires, however rainfall has been 
uneven and have raised concern about crop yields in some of 
the isolated areas.  
 
The 2019/20 maize crop in Argentina is 97% planted, which 
means there are approximately 190,000 hectares of maize left 
to plant with most of that in far northern Argentina according 
to the Buenos Aires Grain Exchange. Argentinian maize is 
rated 59.6% good to excellent, which is about the same as 
last week.  
 
The Mato Grosso Institute of Agricultural Economics (Imea) 
has increased their estimate of the 2020 safrinha maize area 
planted and production. Imea estimated that the safrinha 
maize planted area will increase to 5.1 million hectares and 
production will increased to a total of 32.4 MMT.  
 
According to Sagis, a total of 66,524 tons of South African 
white maize has been exported to Zimbabwe from 28 
September 2019 until 31 January 2020 and a total of 102,637 
tons of South African white maize has been exported to 
Mozambique from 28 September 2019 until 31 January 2020. 
 
South African (SA) maize prices traded mixed for White Maize 
and Yellow Maize for March 2020 and May 2020 this past 
week. March 2020 Safex prices for both white and yellow 
maize traded higher due to shortage of good quality physical 
stock in key areas of the country and May 2020 Safex prices 
for both white and yellow maize traded lower with lower 
international maize prices. 
 
Wheat 
US wheat traded lower this past week with both Kansas and 
Chicago wheat prices trading lower due to some widespread 
long liquidation seen in several markets in the past week with 
the spreading of the coronavirus triggering some risk off 
position squaring. The supporting factor for wheat continues 
to be questions regarding supplies in some of the major 
exporters including Russia, Australia and Argentina. 
 
Ukraine's wheat exports increase by 4.3 MMT to a total 15.9 
MMT. Ukraine also exported 3.9 MMT of barley and 16.5 MMT 
of maize. The country harvested a record 75.1 MMT of grain 
in 2019, compared with 70 MMT in 2018. 
 
Tunisia's state grains agency has asked one of its suppliers to 
avoid French wheat due to continuing strikes at French ports 
which have caused problems with recent shipments, raising 
concern in France that it may lose export sales. Public 

transport strikes that have crippled rail services and rolling 
stoppages by dock workers have left grain exporters in 
France, the EU biggest grain producer, struggling to get their 
supplies to ports. 
 
According to Refinitiv data, soft wheat exports from French 
ports stayed at a six-year high in January despite intermittent 
docker and tug boat strikes that saw shipments delayed for 
up to three weeks in some cases. About 1.33 MMT of soft 
wheat left French ports last month, the highest in January 
since 2014 when 1.66 MMT was exported in the month.  
 
South African (SA) wheat prices traded mostly sideways this 
past week. Local wheat prices were supported by the weaker 
ZAR while US Chicago and Kansas wheat prices traded lower.  
 
Soybeans 
US soybean contracts traded sideways and South American 
soybean prices traded lower this past week with China halving 
additional tariffs levied against 1717 US goods last year, 
following the signing of a Phase 1 trade deal. While the 
announcement comes about three weeks after the first phase 
of the trade pact was inked, it is also seen by analysts as a 
move by Beijing to boost confidence amid a virus outbreak. 
 
Brazil's soybean exports in February 2020 may exceed the 
volumes recorded at the same time last year, as harvesting 
picks up pace and shipments are undeterred by the outbreak 
of a new coronavirus in China. According to Cargonave, 
scheduled shipments show close to 7 MMT that will be 
exported out of Brazilian ports this month. The ship line-up 
indicates more than 110 vessels that will be shipped in 
February with most of them heading to China. 
 
The monthly USDA oilseed crushing report is expected to 
show that 5.570 MMT (185.7 million bushels) of soybeans 
were processed in December, according to the average 
forecast of seven analysts surveyed by Reuters. 
 
According to INTL FCStone, Brazilian farmers is estimated to 
produce an estimated 124 MMT of soybeans in the 2019/2020 
season, which is 1.9% higher from January's estimate due 
strong yields and area planted increases.  
 
The 2019/20 Argentina soybean crop is now 100% planted 
with the last planted soybeans in far northern Argentina 
according to the Buenos Aires Grain Exchange. The crop is 
rated 69.6% good to excellent, which is an improvement 
compared to last week. The Buenos Aires Grain Exchange is 
now estimating the 2019/20 Argentina soybean acreage at 
17.4 million hectares and they are estimating the crop at 53.1 
MMT, which is higher than the 51.0 MMT they estimated at 
the start of the season. 
 
South African (SA) soybean prices traded lower for March 
2020 and May 2020 due to lower international prices.
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Rainfall outlook for the next 10 days (Source: Windy.com) 

ECMWF (European Model) GFS (American Model) 
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Disclaimer 

The opinions and assumptions expressed in this publication are not reflective of OVK and OVK accepts no responsibility or liability for any claims 
that are made in the report.  Copyright is reserved and content may only with written permission of the editor are reproduced. 


